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not supported . . . reinforcements were unfed . . . stragglers
waited for commands which none gave.
The Ethiopian brand of feudalism, weakened by the
Imperial reforms; and the Imperial Civil Service, only
half certain of its power, had played from one to the other
the onus of decision. A society, developing peacefully
from disorder to organisation round the centre, was
too delicately poised to withstand external aggression
as well.
When the Emperor came in, his capital was doomed.
It was on that certain knowledge that he went to sleep.
I spent Thursday evening with Margarita, Lolitaand Lee
of the Legation. The coming chaos was quite hidden from
me. We all imagined that the Emperor would go West,
and that the Italians would enter, as they promised, on
Saturday. We discussed whether I should go up to the
Legation before they came in, for they were then the only
risk which I thought I had to face. The Italian radio had
already branded my reports as grotesque and ignoble. . . .
Eventually my curiosity got the better of my suspicions.
I decided to stay in the town.
Occasional shots were echoing into the crisp clear sky of
the African evening. The people of Shoa were welcoming
their soldiers back from the war with joyful musketry. In
the groups of tukuls they drank and pulled the triggers
in fantasia as the young men straggled in. But no sing-
ing followed. The soldiers all spoke of defeat by the
"aeroplan," of "pomp" and " Muz " (poison, meaning
gas).
The Emperor, Kassa and Getatchu had marched back
from the war to Fiche in two columns, with about ten
thousand men. At Fiche there was much whispering :
Konovaloff presented a report to the Emperor describing
the demoralisation of his army, in the sombre terms of which
only a White Russian is capable. The men from Addis
Ababa were stealing back to their city every night for food,
by twos and threes. Of the rest, those who were not
directly under the hand of Dedjaz Aberra Kassa, Kassa's
son, were splitting off under their captains of fifty and ten
into shifta bands. The drone of the planes over their
secret concentrations made them uneasy, irresponsive to

